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The dynamic vestibular system is responsible for providing information
on head movements and positions in order to maintain visual balance
and control. The vestibular-ocular portion of the system coordinates
visual stability during head movements, and impairments of this unit
result in symptoms of dizziness and visual instability. 

Dizziness is a common symptom
reported by 50% of athletes
following concussion and has been
established to be a predictor of
longer-term recovery (6.4x greater
risk in relation to any other on-field
symptom). 
If there exists a mismatch of
sensory information from one or
more of the visual, vestibular, or
proprioceptive systems, dizziness
and/or balance deficits may result.
Dizziness may represent an
underlying impairment of the
vestibular and/or ocular motor
systems. 
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Using information from the visual system, the vestibulo-ocular reflex
and optokinetic eye movements help maintain a stable gaze with
subtle head movements 
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Vestibular/Ocular Motor
Impairments Post-Concussion



In addition to vestibular impairments, nearly 30% of concussed athletes
report visual problems in the first week after injury. 

Ocular motor deficits include blurred vision, diplopia, slowed reading,
eye strain/pain, dizziness, headaches, difficulty tracking objects,
motion and light sensitivity, and poor visual-based concentration.
These common complaints correspond to anomalies of
accommodation, version, and vergence, which are thought to be
induced by the shearing forces of diffuse axonal injury incurred during
a concussion injury. 

Vestibular/Ocular Motor
Impairments Post-Concussion
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Vestibular-Ocular Motor
Screen (VOMS)
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The Vestibular/Ocular Motor Screening
(VOMS) assessment is a sensitive tool
that can accurately identify athletes who
have experienced a sports-related
concussion with potential vestibular
and/or ocular motor symptoms and
impairments. 
The VOMS is a brief screen that takes ~5-
10 min to conduct and asks patients to
report symptom changes for headache,
dizziness, nausea, and fogginess 
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Smooth Pursuit
Horizontal and Vertical
Saccades 
Near Point of Convergence
Distance (NPC)
Horizontal Vestibular
Ocular Reflex
Visual Motion Sensitivity
(VMS) 
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Equipment 

Consists of 5 different tests 

Tape measure (cm)
Target with 14 point font

VOMS record sheet
VOMS protocol

Metronome
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Vestibular-Ocular Motor
Screen (VOMS)
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Clinical Utility
The VOMS demonstrates high internal consistency, indicating this test is
able to distinguish between the healthy and concussed subjects

In all VOMS domains, concussed subjects had significantly higher scores
in comparison to controls
Researchers suggest that a total symptom score of > or = 2 and a Near
Point Convergence (NPC) score of > or = 5cm may be indicative of a
suspected concussion

Researchers suggest that the VOMS may be a useful clinical tool to identify
a protracted concussion recovery amongst youth and adolescents

Past research has identified that symptom provocation and clinical
abnormality within all domains of the VOMS, except for NPC and
accommodation, is associated with delayed recovery after a concussion
injury 

Abnormal findings or any provocation of symptoms after a test may
indicate a vestibular ocular impairment

Follow-up with the appropriate, specialized HCP is recommended for
further investigation
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Instructions 
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Prior to conducting this test, record the patient’s baseline symptoms like
headache, dizziness, fogginess & nausea on a 0-10 scale
After each test, the HCP must record any provocation of symptoms on a 0-
10 scale, specifically headaches, dizziness, nausea & fogginess
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VOMS - Smooth Pursuit

This test assesses the patient’s ability to
follow a slowly moving target
Patient is seated with their head in a
neutral position
The HCP must hold a fingertip or target
3ft away from the patient
Instruct the patient to maintain focus
on the fingertip/target as it moves 
The HCP will move their fingertip/target
horizontally, moving 1.5 ft in each
direction (left and right) from the
midline back to the starting position

The HCP must move at a pace of
approximately 2s beginning from one
side to the other (left to right or vice
versa)
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Instructions 1
 

The HCP must complete 2
repetitions in the horizontal
direction before moving on

The HCP must repeat the same process
but in the vertical direction (up and
down)

Mucha A, Collins MW, Elbin RJ, et al. A Brief Vestibular/Ocular Motor Screening (VOMS) assessment to evaluate concussions:
preliminary findings. Am J Sports Med. 2014;42(10):2479‐2486. doi:10.1177/0363546514543775.  Accessed on May 21, 2020.
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Vertical Smooth Pursuit
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VOMS - Horizontal &
Vertical Saccades

This test assesses the patient’s ability to move their eyes quickly between
targets
Patient is seated with their head in a neutral position
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Instructions
1
 

The HCP holds 2 single points
(e.g. fingertips) horizontally at a
distance of 3ft from the patient
and 1.5ft away from the midline
in each direction (left and right)

Horizontal Saccades: 
The HCP holds 2 single points
(e.g. fingertips) vertically at a
distance of 3ft from the patient
and 1.5ft away from the midline
in each direction (up and down)

Vertical Saccades: 

The position of the 2 points is to ensure the patient must gaze 30
degrees in each direction

Instruct the patient to move their eyes as quickly as possible between each
point, while keeping their head still

Mucha A, Collins MW, Elbin RJ, et al. A Brief Vestibular/Ocular Motor Screening (VOMS) assessment to evaluate concussions:
preliminary findings. Am J Sports Med. 2014;42(10):2479‐2486. doi:10.1177/0363546514543775.  Accessed on May 21, 2020.
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The patient must repeat this process 10 times (10 repetitions) for each
saccade
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VOMS - Near Point Convergence
Distance (NPC)
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Instructions
1
 

This test measures the patient’s ability to use binocular vision to view a
close target without double vision
Patient is seated with their head in a neutral position

The patient is able to wear corrective lenses for this test (if needed)

Mucha A, Collins MW, Elbin RJ, et al. A Brief Vestibular/Ocular Motor Screening (VOMS) assessment to evaluate concussions:
preliminary findings. Am J Sports Med. 2014;42(10):2479‐2486. doi:10.1177/0363546514543775.  Accessed on May 21, 2020.
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The HCP is seated in front of the patient
with a clear view of the patient’s eyes
Instruct the patient to hold an easily
visible object (e.g. pen) at arms length and
slowly bring it towards the tip of their
nose
The HCP must instruct the patient to stop
moving the target when they see 2
distinct images or when the HCP observes
an outward deviation of one eye
The HCP measures and records the
distance (cm) with a tape measure
between the tip of the patient’s nose to
where the target stopped

The test is repeated 3 times and the HCP
calculates the average between the 3
trials

*An NPC value of 6cm or more is
considered abnormal (indicative of
suspected concussion or underlying
convergence impairment) 

 



VOMS - Vestibular Ocular Reflex
(VOR)
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Instructions
1
 

This test assesses the patient’s ability to maintain a stable gaze/clear vision
as their head moves quickly side to side

At faster speeds of head motion, peripheral vestibular input is required
to stabilize images on the retina during head motion
Compensatory eye movement is in the opposite direction of the head
movement. The gain of the VOR is the change in eye angle divided by
the change in head angle during head turn, and is ideally 1.0
Symptoms may occur in the presence of altered VOR gain as speed of
movement is increased over 2 Hz

Reliance on visual cues then becomes necessary
Patient is seated with their head in a neutral position
The HCP holds a target (approximately 14pt font size) at a distance of 3ft in
front of the patient at midline
The HCP instructs the patient to maintain focus on the target while moving
their head in the desired direction

The patient must move their head at a:
Speed of 180bpm (one beat in each direction) → use metronome
Amplitude of 20 degrees to each side

Mucha A, Collins MW, Elbin RJ, et al. A Brief Vestibular/Ocular Motor Screening (VOMS) assessment to evaluate concussions:
preliminary findings. Am J Sports Med. 2014;42(10):2479‐2486. doi:10.1177/0363546514543775.  Accessed on May 21, 2020.
Schneider KJ. Concussion - Part I: The need for a multifaceted assessment. Musculoskelet Sci Pract. 2019;42:140-150. doi:
10.1016/j.msksp.2019.05.007. Accessed on May 8, 2020
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The patient must repeat this process 10 times (10 repetitions) for each VOR

Horizontal VOR: The patient must tilt their
head slightly downwards (30 degrees) and
rotate their head horizontally (left and right)

Vertical VOR: The patient must move
their head vertically (up and down)
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This test assesses the patient’s visual motion
sensitivity and their ability to inhibit
vestibular-induced eye movements (VOR)
using vision
The patient is seated or standing, facing
toward a busy area of the clinic
The HCP must stand beside the patient and
slightly behind (within arm’s reach) so the
patient can freely and safely perform this test
The patient must hold their outstretched
arm(s) and focus on their thumb
While maintaining focus on their thumb, the
patient must rotate their trunk, head and
eyes (as a unit) at an amplitude of 80 degrees
to the left and right at a speed of 50 beat/min
(one beat in each direction) → use
metronome

VOMS - Visual Motion Sensitivity
(VMS)
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Instructions 1
 

Mucha A, Collins MW, Elbin RJ, et al. A Brief Vestibular/Ocular Motor Screening (VOMS) assessment to evaluate concussions:
preliminary findings. Am J Sports Med. 2014;42(10):2479‐2486. doi:10.1177/0363546514543775.  Accessed on May 21, 2020.
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One repetition is complete when the trunk rotates back and forth to the
starting position → 5 repetitions should be performed


